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Smartcuts How Hackers Innovators And Fitpigokc
Does the character of our leaders matter? You may think this question was
answered long ago. Countless business authors and analysts have assured us
that great leadership demands great character. Time and again, we’ve seen that
truth play out, as once-thriving organizations falter and fail under the guidance of
leaders behaving badly. Why, then, do so many executives remain skeptical
about the true value of leadership character? A winning strategy and a sound
business model are what really matter, they argue; character is just the icing on
the cake. What’s been missing from this debate is hard evidence: data that
shows not only that leadership character matters for organizational success, but
how it matters; and concrete evidence that it leads to better business results.
Now, in this groundbreaking book, respected leadership researcher, adviser, and
author Fred Kiel offers that evidence—solid data that demonstrates the connection
between character, leadership excellence, and organizational results. After seven
years of rigorous research based on a landmark study of more than 100 CEOs
and over 8,000 of their employees’ observations, Kiel’s findings show that
leaders of strong character achieved up to five times the ROA for their
organizations as did leaders of weak character. Return on Character goes on to
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reveal: • How leadership character is formed, how it creates value, and how that
value spreads throughout the organization • How low-character leaders
undermine the success of even the best business plans • How leaders at any
level can develop the habits of strong character and “unlearn” the habits of poor
character The book also provides a character-building methodology—step-by-step
advice and techniques for assessing your own character habits and improving
your performance and that of your organization. Return on Character provides
the blueprint for building your own leadership character and creating a characterdriven organization that achieves superior business results.
In a book that’s one part prophecy, one part thought experiment, one part
manifesto, and one part survival manual, internet impresario and blogging
pioneer Jeff Jarvis reverse-engineers Google, the fastest-growing company in
history, to discover forty clear and straightforward rules to manage and live by. At
the same time, he illuminates the new worldview of the internet generation: how it
challenges and destroys—but also opens up—vast new opportunities. His findings
are counterintuitive, imaginative, practical, and above all visionary, giving readers
a glimpse of how everyone and everything—from corporations to governments,
nations to individuals—must evolve in the Google era. What Would Google Do? is
an astonishing, mind-opening book that, in the end, is not about Google. It’s
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about you.
Rework shows you a better, faster, easier way to succeed in business. Most
business books give you the same old advice: Write a business plan, study the
competition, seek investors, yadda yadda. If you're looking for a book like that,
put this one back on the shelf. Read it and you'll know why plans are actually
harmful, why you don't need outside investors, and why you're better off ignoring
the competition. The truth is, you need less than you think. You don't need to be
a workaholic. You don't need to staff up. You don't need to waste time on
paperwork or meetings. You don't even need an office. Those are all just
excuses. What you really need to do is stop talking and start working. This book
shows you the way. You'll learn how to be more productive, how to get exposure
without breaking the bank, and tons more counterintuitive ideas that will inspire
and provoke you. With its straightforward language and easy-is-better approach,
Rework is the perfect playbook for anyone who’s ever dreamed of doing it on
their own. Hardcore entrepreneurs, small-business owners, people stuck in day
jobs they hate, victims of "downsizing," and artists who don’t want to starve
anymore will all find valuable guidance in these pages.
"To some extent this book isn't about how to think at all. Many of the Rules are
about how to remove the barriers that get in the way of good, clear thinking. How
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to avoid self-interest, sidestep assumption, dodge the pitfalls. Once you do that,
it's easy to think clearly. It would be implausibly convenient if there just happened
to be exactly 100 Rules of Thinking. So these are the key 100, which are more
than enough to change your thought patterns significantly for the better. Once
you've mastered these Rules, you'll be much better placed to notice more of your
own. Please feel free to share them on my Facebook page if you'd like to, and
help other people join you as a fully-fledged Rules thinker"-Stoicism is the most helpful and practical philosophy ever devised. Its intention is
to help people find happiness by thinking differently about their lives and their
problems. The advice the Stoics provided centuries ago is still the best anyone
has offered, and it’s as useful today as it was then—or more. When anyone today
says something really wise, the Stoics usually said it first. Today the word
“stoicism” is often used to mean suffering without complaint, but the true ideas,
and ideals, of the Stoics are far more powerful and interesting. Stoicism means
knowing the difference between what we can control and we can’t, and not
worrying about the latter. The Stoics were masters of perspective, always taking
the long view while remembering that life is short. And they were deep and
insightful students of human nature, understanding how we manage to make
ourselves miserable as well as how we seek and can find fulfillment. The great
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insights of the Stoics are spread over a wide range of ancient sources. This book
brings them all together for the first time. It systematically presents what the
various Stoic philosophers said on every important topic, accompanied by an
eloquent commentary that is clear and concise. The result is a set of philosophy
lessons for everyone—the most valuable wisdom of ages past made available for
our times, and for all time.
The co-founder and CEO of Delivering Happiness updates the Delivering
Happiness model for our new abnormal, showing organizations of every kind how
to cultivate a culture that can adapt to change, be highly profitable, and support
all its people...starting with yourself. Jenn Lim has dedicated her career to
helping organizations from name-brand industry leaders to innovative
governments build workplace cultures that benefit both their employees and their
bottom line, with less employee turnover, greater engagement, and higher profits.
Her culture consultancy, Delivering Happiness, demonstrates the profound
impact happiness can have on businesses' ability to thrive in our ever-changing
times. In this book, she clearly and concretely shows the way the model works in
a hyper-connected fast-paced world, beginning with each individual defining their
sense of values and purpose (the ME), and rippling through the organization
ecosystem (the WE and the COMMUNITY) in waves of impact. Drawing on a
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deep understanding of the science of happiness, Jenn shows how bringing your
whole self to work allows you to do your best work every day -- no matter what
role you play at your company or what crisis might come at you next. She
explains how true happiness comes from living your true purpose, and offers
case studies to show how companies can help individuals align their purpose
with the company mission. This innovation in organizational design and company
culture is no longer a nice-to-have. It's the future of work, and it's here now. In
this life-changing guide, you'll be empowered to find greater purpose in your own
life and career, and to spread that power to others in your business and beyond.
The product of a lifetime of research and reflection, Transcending Fear is Brian
Germain's most important work. The book addresses the most significant
challenge of human kind to date: the process of recognizing and moving beyond
fear. In an age in which fear has literally brought our world to the brink of
destruction, understanding why we contract in fear and how we can go beyond
this instinctive reaction is essential for our survival as a species.As a World
Champion skydiver, test pilot and psychologist, Brian Germain offers a unique
personalized perspective on the phenomenon of fear. Reflecting on his many
intense experiences with fear, Brian sorts through the most current psychology
research on fear, and presents the ways to de-escalate the emotional response
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in provocative situations.The fundamental premise of the book is simple: Fear
makes us stupid. If we are to transcend the limitations imposed by a contracted
perspective, we must develop our ability to remain calm. Specific methods for
relaxing in dangerous situations are covered in detail, as well as scientific
evidence to support the reasons for this unusual and powerful approach to
dealing with fear.
Award-winning entrepreneur and journalist Shane Snow reveals the
counterintuitive reasons why so many partnerships and groups break down--and
why some break through. The best teams are more than the sum of their parts,
but why does collaboration so often fail to fulfill this promise? In Dream Teams,
Snow takes us on an adventure through history, neuroscience, psychology, and
business, exploring what separates groups that simply get by together from those
that get better together. You'll learn: * How ragtag teams--from soccer clubs to
startups to gangs of pirates--beat the odds throughout history. * Why
DaimlerChrysler flopped while the Wu-Tang Clan succeeded, and the surprising
factor behind most failed mergers, marriages, and partnerships. * What the
Wright Brothers' daily arguments can teach us about group problem solving. *
Pioneering women in law enforcement, unlikely civil rights collaborators, and
underdog armies that did the incredible together. * The team players behind great
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social movements in history, and the science of becoming open-minded.
Provocative and entertaining, Dream Teams is a landmark work that will change
the way we think about people, progress, and collaboration.
From the author of Overworld, America at Night reads like a thriller, but is "the kind of
story about which fiction writers can only dream." (The New York Times) When the
Department of Homeland Security suspects that two former CIA operatives are at the
center of plot involving money laundering and the funding of Al Qaeda—and when their
supposedly comprehensive database turns up little to no information on either man—it
takes former covert operative Larry Kolb to crack the case and foil the plan. But when
Kolb begins to connect the dots, he realizes something even more sinister is afoot, and
that he's on to the biggest possible con with the highest political stakes. Kolb shows us
how one well-informed individual did what all of our security agencies could not: trail
two brilliant covert political operatives through a labyrinth of disguised identities and
dark crimes to expose corruption at the highest levels.
“The ultimate all-in-one guide to becoming a great leader.”—Daniel Pink From the
creator and host of The Learning Leader Show, “the most dynamic leadership podcast
out there” (Forbes) that will “help you lead smarter” (Inc.), comes an essential tactical
guide for newly promoted managers. Every year, millions of top performers are
promoted to management-level jobs—only to discover that the tactics that got them
promoted are not the tactics that will make them effective in their new role. In Welcome
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to Management, Ryan Hawk provides practical, actionable advice and tools designed to
ensure that transition is a successful one. He presents a new actionable three-part
framework distilled from best practices drawn from in-depth interviews with over 300 of
the most forward-thinking leaders around the world, as well as his own professional
experience going from exceptional individual producer to new leader. Learn how to: •
lead yourself: build skills and earn credibility. Compliance can be commanded, but
commitment cannot. People reserve their full capacity for emotional commitment for
leaders they find credible, and credibility must be earned. • build your team: develop a
healthy and sustainable culture of mutual trust and respect that creates cohesion. This
includes effective hiring and firing practices. • lead your team: set a clear strategy and
vision for your team, communicate effectively, and ultimately drive the results the
organization is counting on your team to deliver. Through case studies, hundreds of
interviews, and personal stories, the book will help high performers make the leap from
individual contributor to manager with greater ease, grace, courage, and effectiveness.
Welcome to management!
Winner of the Shingo Publication Award Accelerate your organization to win in the
marketplace. How can we apply technology to drive business value? For years, we've
been told that the performance of software delivery teams doesn't matter?that it can't
provide a competitive advantage to our companies. Through four years of
groundbreaking research to include data collected from the State of DevOps reports
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conducted with Puppet, Dr. Nicole Forsgren, Jez Humble, and Gene Kim set out to find
a way to measure software delivery performance?and what drives it?using rigorous
statistical methods. This book presents both the findings and the science behind that
research, making the information accessible for readers to apply in their own
organizations. Readers will discover how to measure the performance of their teams,
and what capabilities they should invest in to drive higher performance. This book is
ideal for management at every level.
Entrepreneur and journalist Shane Snow (Wired, Fast Company, The New Yorker, and
cofounder of Contently) analyzes the lives of people and companies that do incredible
things in implausibly short time. How do some startups go from zero to billions in mere
months? How did Alexander the Great, YouTube tycoon Michelle Phan, and Tonight
Show host Jimmy Fallon climb to the top in less time than it takes most of us to get a
promotion? What do high-growth businesses, world-class heart surgeons, and
underdog marketers do in common to beat the norm? One way or another, they do it
like computer hackers. They employ what psychologists call "lateral thinking: to rethink
convention and break "rules" that aren't rules. These are not shortcuts, which produce
often dubious short-term gains, but ethical "smartcuts" that eliminate unnecessary effort
and yield sustainable momentum. In Smartcuts, Snow shatters common wisdom about
success, revealing how conventions like "paying dues" prevent progress, why kids
shouldn't learn times tables, and how, paradoxically, it's easier to build a huge business
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than a small one. From SpaceX to The Cuban Revolution, from Ferrari to Skrillex,
Smartcuts is a narrative adventure that busts old myths about success and shows how
innovators and icons do the incredible by working smarter—and how perhaps the rest of
us can, too.
The ultimate compendium of growth hacks for the modern digital marketer, written by
marketing veterans Jeff Goldenberg (Head of Growth at Borrowell and TechStars
Mentor) and Mark Hayes (CEO of Rocketshp, and founder of one of the world's first
growth hacking agencies). Are you ready to skyrocket your companies growth? Learn,
the most effective tools, software and technology for digital and startup marketers; 100
must-know growth hacks to take your business to the next level (focusing on 3 key
areas: product-market fit, transition to growth and scale); Insider info from leading
startups whocasing the best growth hacks and exactly how they did it.
It's normal to feel overwhelmed by the hard things in life, but lately doesn't it seem like
we're feeling this way a lot more often than we used to? The problem isn't a lack of
motivation or effort, but that motivation and effort are limited resources. The more we
deplete them, the more burnt out we get, making it even harder to produce the results
we want. In 'Effortless', Greg McKeown show us how to make essential tasks easier so
that we can accomplish more of what matters, without burning out. From the author of
'Essentialism'.
* One of Inc.com's "6 Books You Need to Read in 2020 (According to Bill Gates, Satya
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Nadella, and Adam Grant)"* Adam Grant's # 1 pick of his top 20 books of 2020* One of
6 Groundbreaking Books of Spring 2020 (according to Malcolm Gladwell, Susan Cain,
Dan Pink, and Adam Grant). A former rocket scientist reveals the habits, ideas, and
strategies that will empower you to turn the seemingly impossible into the possible.
Rocket science is often celebrated as the ultimate triumph of technology. But it's not.
Rather, it's the apex of a certain thought process -- a way to imagine the unimaginable
and solve the unsolvable. It's the same thought process that enabled Neil Armstrong to
take his giant leap for mankind, that allows spacecraft to travel millions of miles through
outer space and land on a precise spot, and that brings us closer to colonizing other
planets. Fortunately, you don't have to be a rocket scientist to think like one. In this
accessible and practical book, Ozan Varol reveals nine simple strategies from rocket
science that you can use to make your own giant leaps in work and life -- whether it's
landing your dream job, accelerating your business, learning a new skill, or creating the
next breakthrough product. Today, thinking like a rocket scientist is a necessity. We all
encounter complex and unfamiliar problems in our lives. Those who can tackle these
problems -- without clear guidelines and with the clock ticking -- enjoy an extraordinary
advantage. Think Like a Rocket Scientist will inspire you to take your own moonshot
and enable you to achieve liftoff.
"Proposes a provocative new vision of leadership in the business world - a vision of
leadership rooted in moral values and a consistent display of respect for all
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followers."--Page [4] of cover.
The metaphors have always been there: Ebbs and flows. Riding high. The reward of the ocean
crest. The risk of the eventual crash. Like the ocean, the marketplace is constantly changing,
causing the buttoned-up businessperson to oftentimes feel like a sun-burned, sand-encrusted
surfer trying desperately to ride his next barrel. So maybe before taking your next venture out
into the cresting and crashing marketplace ocean, there are some lessons to learn from the
experts: surfers!Like successful entrepreneurs, big-wave surfers rely on preparation, passion,
and persistence--and they relish a challenge. So it’s no surprise that countless surfers have
pioneered products and launched thriving businesses, including GoPro Cameras, O’Neill,
Reef, and Quiksilver. Packed with stories of surf innovators, entrepreneurs, and legends, Make
Your Own Waves reveals 10 rules of the water that the successful entrepreneur must adhere
to as well, including:• Learn to swim--the basics set the stage for everything• Get wet--you
can’t succeed if you stay on the beach• Always look “outside”--watch for what’s coming or
you may miss a better opportunity• Commit, charge, shred--you have to go all out to be all in•
Never turn your back on the ocean--always stay in touch with the marketplace and the
customer• Stay stoked--desire drives success• And more!Even the best surfers fall, but they
learn from their wipeouts and paddle back out to once again push the edge, knowing that with
big waves come big opportunities. Don’t just sit on the beach. Grab your board and get in!
How Indian companies have faced Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity & Ambiguity Failure in
itself is not a catastrophe, but failure to learn from failure, definitely is. It is not enough to
merely train leaders in core competencies, without identifying the key factors that inhibit their
use. Rather, it is resilience and adaptability that are vital in order to distinguish potential
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leaders from mediocre managers. Authors Suhayl Abidi and Dr Manoj Joshi bring to readers
The VUCA Company (Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity and Ambiguity), the first of its kind in
India, on original case studies of 12 Indian corporate failures, since the time of economic
liberalization. Each study has been the result of meticulous research over the years and
provides insights into behavioural and systemic aspects of failures and under-performance.
Through these engaging corporate stories, VUCA discusses how individuals and organizations
can avoid, minimize and recover from failures. SUHAYL ABIDI is a practitioner of
Organizational Learning & Knowledge Management. He has spent the last 25 years with
organizations such as Penguin Publishing, The British Council, Reliance Industries, Essar and
Piramal Healthcare. DR MANOJ JOSHI, PhD (Strategy), Fellow Institution of Engineers India,
is a Professor – Strategy, Entrepreneurship and Innovation, Amity Business School. He is the
Asia Editor for the International Journal of Entrepreneurship and Innovation and Regional
Editor, India for the Journal of Family Business Management.
"A terrific and timely book that makes a compelling case for fundamentally rethinking how your
business communicates. Recommended!" —Jay Baer, founder of Convince & Convert and
author of Hug Your Haters "Once upon a time, storytelling was confused with talking at people.
Not anymore. Shane and Joe are your narrators in a journey that will transform how you talk to
other human beings to be more believable, relevant, compelling and unforgettable." —Brian
Solis, experience architect, digital anthropologist, best-selling author "Shane Snow and Joe
Lazauskas spend the overwhelming majority of their time thinking, writing, and theorizing about
brand storytelling - so you don't have to. They're smart and they know this topic inside out (and
sideways). Read their book. While I can't guarantee you'll rise to Shane and Joe's ridiculously
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obsessive level, you will be infinitely better prepared to tell your own brand's story. Promise!"
—Rebecca Lieb, Analyst, Author & Advisor "The Contently team understands the power of
story, and how to craft and spread a great narrative, like no other. In an era where brand,
design, and mission are a competitive advantage for every business, Contently underscores
the importance of stories and how they transform companies and industries." —Scott Belsky,
Entrepreneur, Investor, & Author (Founder of Behance, bestselling author of Making Ideas
Happen) "I can't think of a better way to illustrate the power of story telling than by telling great
stories. This book should be required reading not just by those with content in their titles, but
by anyone in Marketing AND Sales. Then, when you're done, give it to your CEO to read... but
make sure you get it back, because I guarantee you'll refer to it more than once." —Shawna
Dennis, Senior Marketing Leader "Neuroscience, algorithms, illustrations, personal anecdotes
and good, old-fashioned empathy: This entertaining and informative tome journeys to the core
of how we communicate and pushes us, as marketers and humans, to do it better, "speeding
the reader through and leaving us wanting more." —Ann Hynek, VP of global content marketing
at Morgan Stanley Transform your business through the power of storytelling. Content
strategists Joe Lazauskas and Shane Snow offer an insider's guide to transforming your
business—and all the relationships that matter to it—through the art and science of telling great
stories. Smart businesses today understand the need to use stories to better connect with the
people they care about. But few know how to do it well. In The Storytelling Edge, the strategy
minds behind Contently, the world renowned content marketing technology company, reveal
their secrets that have helped award-winning brands to build relationships with millions of
advocates and customers. Join as they dive into the neuroscience of storytelling, the elements
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of powerful stories, and methodologies to grow businesses through engaging and accountable
content. With The Storytelling Edge you will discover how leaders and workers can craft the
powerful stories that not only build brands and engage customers, but also build relationships
and make people care—in work and in life.
* Our summary is short, simple and pragmatic. It allows you to have the essential ideas of a big
book in less than 30 minutes. By reading this summary, you will discover principles that will
help you achieve success faster with shortcuts. You will also discover that : the classical ways
are not the fastest or the most innovative; there is no point in putting in effort for the simple
principle of putting in effort: you have to work intelligently. to innovate, you must always
question the paradigms, the principles that you take for granted, the foundations of the problem
that drive you to undertake ; provided you know how to manage it, criticism will be very useful;
true and solid relationships will always help you move forward. How is it that young
entrepreneurs are experiencing tremendous success when many industries are standing still?
Shane Snow, a young American entrepreneur who has spent a lot of time in New York's startup community, explains the nine principles of smart entrepreneurship. He will explain how to
implement these "smartcuts" (smart shortcuts) in a sustainable way. A strong advocate of a
different way of thinking, he will allow you to see entrepreneurship and the path to success in a
new light. *Buy now the summary of this book for the modest price of a cup of coffee!
Ten years of research uncover the secret source of growth and profit … Those who center their
business on improving people’s lives have a growth rate triple that of competitors and
outperform the market by a huge margin. They dominate their categories, create new
categories and maximize profit in the long term. Pulling from a unique ten year growth study
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involving 50,000 brands, Jim Stengel shows how the world's 50 best businesses—as diverse as
Method, Red Bull, Lindt, Petrobras, Samsung, Discovery Communications, Visa, Zappos, and
Innocent—have a cause and effect relationship between financial performance and their ability
to connect with fundamental human emotions, hopes, values and greater purposes. In fact,
over the 2000s an investment in these companies—“The Stengel 50”—would have been 400
percent more profitable than an investment in the S&P 500. Grow is based on unprecedented
empirical research, inspired (when Stengel was Global Marketing Officer of Procter & Gamble)
by a study of companies growing faster than P&G. After leaving P&G in 2008, Stengel
designed a new study, in collaboration with global research firm Millward Brown Optimor. This
study tracked the connection over a ten year period between financial performance and
customer engagement, loyalty and advocacy. Then, in a further investigation of what goes on
in the “black box” of the consumer’s mind, Stengel and his team tapped into neuroscience
research to look at customer engagement and measure subconscious attitudes to determine
whether the top businesses in the Stengel Study were more associated with higher ideals than
were others. Grow thus deftly blends timeless truths about human behavior and values into an
action framework – how you discover, build, communicate, deliver and evaluate your ideal.
Through colorful stories drawn from his fascinating personal experiences and “deep dives”
that bring out the true reasons for such successes as the Pampers, HP, Discovery Channel,
Jack Daniels and Zappos, Grow unlocks the code for twenty-first century business success.
Finding the courage to embrace change and take chances is the only way to succeed.
Business, culture, and competitive landscapes have fundamentally changed, but basic
principles and best practices for succeeding and future-proofing both yourself and your
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organization haven’t. With a mix of compelling stories, research from the social sciences and
psychology, and real-world insights, Make Change Work for You shows readers how to reignite
their career, rekindle their creativity, and fearlessly innovate their way to success by providing
the tools needed to master uncertainty and conquer every challenge they’ll face in life or
business. Make Change Work for You opens with an overview of the most common factors
that lead to self-defeating behaviors, including fear of failure, embarrassment,
underperformance, rejection, confrontation, isolation, and change itself. Using a simple fourpart model, Steinberg guides readers to understand and better respond to the challenges that
change can bring: Focus: Define the problem and come to understand it objectively. Engage:
Interact with the challenge and try a range of solutions. Assess: Review the response(s)
generated by your tactics. React: Adjust your strategy accordingly. And, finally, the book shows
readers how to develop the vital personal and professional skills required to triumph in the
“new normal” by understanding and engaging in the 10 new habits that highly successful
people share: 1. Play the Odds 2. Embrace Tomorrow Today 3. Seek Constant Motion 4.
Lead, Don’t Follow 5. Never Stop Learning 6. Create Competitive Advantage 7. Connect the
Dots 8. Pick Your Battles 9. Set and Align Your Priorities 10. Always Create Value
Sacred cows--outdated and costly business practices such as the reports that are never read
or a slow-down of innovative ideas--exist in every company. Inspired by insights gained from
more than 450 programs conducted with all types of organizations, the authors of SACRED
COWS MAKE THE BEST BURGERS show how corporations can kill off the sacred cows that
are crippling them.
The definitive playbook by the pioneers of Growth Hacking, one of the hottest business
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methodologies in Silicon Valley and beyond. It seems hard to believe today, but there was a
time when Airbnb was the best-kept secret of travel hackers and couch surfers, Pinterest was
a niche web site frequented only by bakers and crafters, LinkedIn was an exclusive network for
C-suite executives and top-level recruiters, Facebook was MySpace’s sorry step-brother, and
Uber was a scrappy upstart that didn’t stand a chance against the Goliath that was New York
City Yellow Cabs. So how did these companies grow from these humble beginnings into the
powerhouses they are today? Contrary to popular belief, they didn’t explode to massive
worldwide popularity simply by building a great product then crossing their fingers and hoping it
would catch on. There was a studied, carefully implemented methodology behind these
companies’ extraordinary rise. That methodology is called Growth Hacking, and it’s
practitioners include not just today’s hottest start-ups, but also companies like IBM, Walmart,
and Microsoft as well as the millions of entrepreneurs, marketers, managers and executives
who make up the community of Growth Hackers. Think of the Growth Hacking methodology as
doing for market-share growth what Lean Start-Up did for product development, and Scrum did
for productivity. It involves cross-functional teams and rapid-tempo testing and iteration that
focuses customers: attaining them, retaining them, engaging them, and motivating them to
come back and buy more. An accessible and practical toolkit that teams and companies in all
industries can use to increase their customer base and market share, this book walks readers
through the process of creating and executing their own custom-made growth hacking
strategy. It is a must read for any marketer, entrepreneur, innovator or manger looking to
replace wasteful big bets and "spaghetti-on-the-wall" approaches with more consistent,
replicable, cost-effective, and data-driven results.
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A new classic, cited by leaders and media around the globe as a highly recommended read for
anyone interested in innovation. In The Innovator’s DNA, authors Jeffrey Dyer, Hal Gregersen,
and bestselling author Clayton Christensen (The Innovator’s Dilemma, The Innovator’s
Solution, How Will You Measure Your Life?) build on what we know about disruptive innovation
to show how individuals can develop the skills necessary to move progressively from idea to
impact. By identifying behaviors of the world’s best innovators—from leaders at Amazon and
Apple to those at Google, Skype, and Virgin Group—the authors outline five discovery skills that
distinguish innovative entrepreneurs and executives from ordinary managers: Associating,
Questioning, Observing, Networking, and Experimenting. Once you master these
competencies (the authors provide a self-assessment for rating your own innovator’s DNA),
the authors explain how to generate ideas, collaborate to implement them, and build innovation
skills throughout the organization to result in a competitive edge. This innovation advantage
will translate into a premium in your company’s stock price—an innovation premium—which is
possible only by building the code for innovation right into your organization’s people,
processes, and guiding philosophies. Practical and provocative, The Innovator’s DNA is an
essential resource for individuals and teams who want to strengthen their innovative prowess.
Traditional Chinese edition of SMARTCUTS:How Hackers, Innovators, and Icons Accelerate
Success. "Serial entrepreneur and journalist Shane Snow delves into the reasons why some
people and some organizations are able to achieve incredible things in implausibly short time
frames, showing how each of us can use these "smartcuts" to rethink convention and
accelerate success." ~ from the back cover.
Life is not what you get out of it . . . it’s what you put back in. Yet our current means for
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summarizing life’s work, from resumes to salaries, are devoid of what matters most. This is
why the work we do is often bad for our wellbeing, when it should be making us happier and
healthier. What are the most meaningful contributions we can make? This is Life’s Great
Question. Life is about what you do that improves the world around you. It is about investing in
the development of other people. And it is about efforts that will continue to grow when you are
gone. Life’s Great Question will show you how to make your work and life more meaningful,
and greatly boost your wellbeing. In this remarkably quick read, author Tom Rath describes
how finding your greatest contribution is far more effective than following talent or passion
alone. More than a book, each copy includes a code for an online program that identifies the
most significant contributions you can make. This deeply practical book will alter how you look
at your work and change the way you live each day.
In his classic book, The Five Dysfunctions of a Team, Patrick Lencioni laid out a
groundbreaking approach for tackling the perilous group behaviors that destroy teamwork.
Here he turns his focus to the individual, revealing the three indispensable virtues of an ideal
team player. In The Ideal Team Player, Lencioni tells the story of Jeff Shanley, a leader
desperate to save his uncle’s company by restoring its cultural commitment to teamwork. Jeff
must crack the code on the virtues that real team players possess, and then build a culture of
hiring and development around those virtues. Beyond the fable, Lencioni presents a practical
framework and actionable tools for identifying, hiring, and developing ideal team players.
Whether you’re a leader trying to create a culture around teamwork, a staffing professional
looking to hire real team players, or a team player wanting to improve yourself, this book will
prove to be as useful as it is compelling.
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Advisor of Leadership at Google and former vice president of leadership at LinkedIn claims
that the biggest driver of motivation is the chance to serve a larger purpose beyond our careers
and ourselves, rather than salary, benefits, bonuses, or other material incentives; companies
that are able to successfully focus their people, their teams, and their culture around meaning
outperform their competition. Fred Kofman's approach to leadership has little to do with the
standard practices taught in business school and traditional books. Bringing together
economics and business theory, communications and conflict resolution, family counseling and
mindfulness mediation, Kofman argues in The Meaning Revolution that our most deep-seated,
unspoken, and universal anxiety stems from our fear that our life is being wasted--that the end
of life will overtake us when our song is still unsung. Material incentives--salary and
benefits--account for perhaps 15 percent of employees' motivation at work. The other 85
percent is driven by a need to belong, a feeling that what we do day in and day out makes a
difference, that how we spend our time on earth serves a larger purpose beyond just
ourselves. Kofman claims that transcendental leaders, wherever they are in the hierarchy, are
able to put aside their self-interests and help others to feel connected with others on a team or
in an organization on a great mission and part of an ennobling purpose. He argues that every
organization involved in work that is nonviolent and non addictive has what he calls an
"immortality project" at its core. And the challenge for leaders is to identify and expand on that
core, to inspire all stakeholders to take part.
You may be a hacker and not even know it. Being a hacker has nothing to do with
cyberterrorism, and it doesn’t even necessarily relate to the open-source movement. Being a
hacker has more to do with your underlying assumptions about stress, time management,
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work, and play. It’s about harmonizing the rhythms of your creative work with the rhythms of
the rest of your life so that they amplify each other. It is a fundamentally new work ethic that is
revolutionizing the way business is being done around the world. Without hackers there would
be no universal access to e-mail, no Internet, no World Wide Web, but the hacker ethic has
spread far beyond the world of computers. It is a mind-set, a philosophy, based on the values
of play, passion, sharing, and creativity, that has the potential to enhance every individual’s
and company’s productivity and competitiveness. Now there is a greater need than ever for
entrepreneurial versatility of the sort that has made hackers the most important innovators of
our day. Pekka Himanen shows how we all can make use of this ongoing transformation in the
way we approach our working lives.
#1 Best-Seller in 5 Startup & Entrepreneurship Categories *Named Top 5 Business Growth
Book by Entrepreneur Magazine This compelling and inspiring narrative gives entrepreneurs a
rare behind-the-scenes look inside a fast-growing startup that created the first online dating
app and grew to 100 million users. Explosive Growth combines lively and often hilarious
storytelling, revealing genius growth tactics, numerous case-studies, and its step-by-step
playbook to help your startup grow massively. Due to its raw storytelling style, practical
lessons, compelling content, and fast-paced read, Explosive Growth is a one-of-a-kind
business book that transcends the narrow entrepreneurial audience to also appeal to readers
and business students looking to learn about startup life and entrepreneurship. It holds nothing
back while detailing the highest highs and lowest lows of what it's really like to run a startup.
Cliff Lerner's online dating startup, Snap Interactive, was running out of money when he bet the
company's fortunes on a then-unknown platform called Facebook. The app suddenly began to
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acquire 100,000 new users daily for free, and soon after the stock price skyrocketed 2,000
percent, setting off an extraordinary chain of events filled with sudden success and painful
lessons. You will learn how to: * IGNITE EXPLOSIVE GROWTH by creating a remarkable
product * Identify the ONLY 3 METRICS THAT MATTER * Explore valuable VIRAL GROWTH
strategies to grow rapidly * Execute the GENIUS MEDIA HACKS that helped us acquire 100
million users * Create a thriving culture of PASSIONATE EMPLOYEES and CONSTANT
INNOVATION PRAISE: "A must read for founders and CEOs who want to achieve rapid
growth while also building a great product and company." -Payal Kadakia, Founder &
Executive Chairman of ClassPass "Explosive Growth is without question one of the most
useful and entertaining business books I have ever read. Cliff gives you a roadmap to
massively grow your startup with specific tactical lessons made memorable through engaging
stories. This book is a must-read." -David Perry, Digital Sales & Business Development Expert
at Google, Adobe, Amazon, Startup Advisor "Want to know how to grow your startup to 100
million users? Then this is the book for you. Explosive Growth gives step-by-step instructions,
case studies and proven tactics on how to explode your growth." -Entrepreneur Magazine by
Syed Balkhi "Lessons for startups and CEOs on growth hacking, marketing, and innovation
from one of the smartest founders I know." -Andrew Weinreich, Inventor of Social Networking
"By asking how the world's top innovators - Steve Jobs, Richard Branson, Jeff Bezos and
many others - came up with their game-changing ideas, ... Rowan Gibson identifies four key
business perspectives that will enable you to discover groundbreaking opportunities for
innovation and growth: Challenging orthodoxies: what if the dominant conventions in your field,
market, or industry are outdated, unnecessary or just plain wrong? Harnessing trends: where
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are the shifts and discontinuities that will, now and in the future, provide the energy you need
for a major leap forward? Leveraging resources: how can you arrange existing skills and
assets into new combinations that add up to more than the sum of their parts? Understanding
needs: what are the unmet needs and frustrations that everyone else is simply
ignoring?"--Publisher's description.

FORGET EVERYTHING YOU KNOW ABOUT STRESS. If you’re like most people,
you probably think that stress is an inevitable part of life. The truth is: it’s not. In a
groundbreaking 30-year study, Dr. Derek Roger has discovered that everything we
think we know about stress—and how we should “manage” it—is just plain wrong.
STRESS IS A CHOICE. It is not a natural response to the pressures of work. It’s a
choice that you make, consciously or not, to worry and fret and agonize over the work
you need to do—instead of just doing it. WORK DOESN’T HAVE TO BE STRESSFUL
FOR YOU TO BE SUCCESSFUL. This book offers a radically different approach to
stress. It’s about being resilient. Flexible. Mentally awake and in the moment. It’s
about changing your mindset to keep things in perspective instead of adding fuel to the
fire with negative thoughts. The techniques you’ll find in this book are powerful,
practical, and proven to work—without stress.
In the story of every great company and career, there is one defining moment when
luck and skill collide. This book is about making that moment happen. According to
Frans Johansson’s research, successful people and organizations show a common
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theme. A lucky moment occurs and they take advantage of it to change their fate.
Consider how Diane von Furstenberg saw Julie Nixon Eisenhower on TV wearing a
matching skirt and top, and created the timeless, elegant wrap-dress. That was a “click
moment” of unexpected opportunity. Johansson uses stories from throughout history to
illustrate the specific actions we can take to create more click moments, place lots of
high-potential bets, open ourselves up to chance encounters, and harness the complex
forces of success that follow.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • More than two million copies in print! The
premier resource for how to deliver results in an uncertain world, whether you’re
running an entire company or in your first management job. “A must-read for anyone
who cares about business.”—The New York Times When Execution was first published,
it changed the way we did our jobs by focusing on the critical importance of “the
discipline of execution”: the ability to make the final leap to success by actually getting
things done. Larry Bossidy and Ram Charan now reframe their empowering message
for a world in which the old rules have been shattered, radical change is becoming
routine, and the ability to execute is more important than ever. Now and for the
foreseeable future: • Growth will be slower. But the company that executes well will
have the confidence, speed, and resources to move fast as new opportunities emerge.
• Competition will be fiercer, with companies searching for any possible advantage in
every area from products and technologies to location and management. •
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Governments will take on new roles in their national economies, some as partners to
business, others imposing constraints. Companies that execute well will be more
attractive to government entities as partners and suppliers and better prepared to adapt
to a new wave of regulation. • Risk management will become a top priority for every
leader. Execution gives you an edge in detecting new internal and external threats and
in weathering crises that can never be fully predicted. Execution shows how to link
together people, strategy, and operations, the three core processes of every business.
Leading these processes is the real job of running a business, not formulating a
“vision” and leaving the work of carrying it out to others. Bossidy and Charan show the
importance of being deeply and passionately engaged in an organization and why
robust dialogues about people, strategy, and operations result in a business based on
intellectual honesty and realism. With paradigmatic case histories from the real
world—including examples like the diverging paths taken by Jamie Dimon at JPMorgan
Chase and Charles Prince at Citigroup—Execution provides the realistic and hard-nosed
approach to business success that could come only from authors as accomplished and
insightful as Bossidy and Charan.
The must-read summary of Shane Snow's book: "Smartcuts: How Hackers, Innovators,
and Icons Accelerate Success". This complete summary of the ideas from Shane
Snow's book "Smartcuts" states how nowadays it takes less and less time to make
money. People aren’t doing this by taking shortcuts, but ‘smartcuts’. These
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‘smartcuts’ break conventions and find better ways to get more done. According to
Snow, smartcutters hack their way to success, using principles that fall into three
categories: shorten, leverage and soar. This summary explains each of these
categories in detail and tells you how you can start thinking laterally and hack your way
to success. Added-value of this summary: • Save time • Discover how to hack your
way to success • Follow the nine principles of taking ‘smartcuts’ to get things done
faster To learn more, read “Smartcuts” and find your smartcut to success!
This book discusses important topics for engineering and managing software startups,
such as how technical and business aspects are related, which complications may arise
and how they can be dealt with. It also addresses the use of scientific, engineering, and
managerial approaches to successfully develop software products in startup
companies. The book covers a wide range of software startup phenomena, and
includes the knowledge, skills, and capabilities required for startup product
development; team capacity and team roles; technical debt; minimal viable products;
startup metrics; common pitfalls and patterns observed; as well as lessons learned from
startups in Finland, Norway, Brazil, Russia and USA. All results are based on empirical
findings, and the claims are backed by evidence and concrete observations,
measurements and experiments from qualitative and quantitative research, as is
common in empirical software engineering. The book helps entrepreneurs and
practitioners to become aware of various phenomena, challenges, and practices that
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occur in real-world startups, and provides insights based on sound research
methodologies presented in a simple and easy-to-read manner. It also allows students
in business and engineering programs to learn about the important engineering
concepts and technical building blocks of a software startup. It is also suitable for
researchers at different levels in areas such as software and systems engineering, or
information systems who are studying advanced topics related to software business.
Inspire collaborative, creative conversations using a wide variety of images with Visual
Explorer. A favorite of CCL’s own program facilitators, Visual Explorer offers everything
you need to utilize this proven method of developing ideas and insights into useful
dialog as part of your leadership development training.
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